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2021 Fall-Winter Tile Trend
Report
Frescoes, florals, and fabrics, oh my! To possibly
offset the dreariness of the pandemic, this year’s
edition of Cersaie was popping with exuberant
colors, intricate patterns, and tactile surfaces.
Ceramic experimentation was at an all-time high
with manufacturers introducing show-stopping
tile designs.

Show-Stopping Trends

Show Off Your Style With
Powder Room Tile
Style is king when it comes to this room of
the house. Learn how to wow your guests
and make a strong design impact with
powder room tile. Powder rooms are strong
selling points for houses on the market. If
you think of powder rooms as small
bathrooms, you’re on the right track.

5 Reasons to Use Natural Stone
The use of natural stone on buildings and
paving can be traced back to the beginning
of civilization. In many ways, our ancestors
in the building industry applied sustainable
practices by using the larger quarried blocks
for building construction and smaller waste
pieces for erosion control and walkways.

Building Blocks
Pow WOW

How to Install Tile with
Electrical Radiant Heating

Support the Tile Industry Order a Tile Artistry Coloring Book

Tile is a natural for radiant heating.
However, installing tile with radiant heating
can get overwhelming as the TCNA
Handbook includes includes multiple
methods that address this type of
installation.

Get your coloring book to support the tile
industry, de-stress with tile inspiration, give
a gift that makes tile education,
certification, and heritage possible. All that
just in time for the holidays!

Heat It Up

Color for a Cause

Now Available: November 2021 Coverings Connected
Recordings
Another fantastic installment of Coverings’ digital event series – Coverings Connected – occurred on
November 17. If you were unable to attend the live sessions, the recordings are now available so you
can watch and learn at your leisure.

Hear What You Missed

The Year of Color: Chromatic Trends
of 2022

Have You Downloaded A Healthy and
Hygienic Choice White Paper?

Ceramic tiles offer a number of technical
properties that make it the ideal cladding
material for virtually any surface in both
architectural and interior design projects.
Ceramic tiles also offer design flexibility and
aesthetic versatility. Read on to learn the
four-color schemes that will inspire ceramic,
architectural and interior design trends of
2022.

Ceramic-based materials are appreciated for
their absence of harmful chemicals and the
ability to promote cleanliness and hygiene.
This white paper explores the health and
hygienic benefits of ceramic tile surfaces,
starting with a comprehensive list of healthpromoting characteristics and how these
combine to create five primary health
advantages.

Trending Ahead

Materials Matter

Register for Coverings 2022
April 5-8, Las Vegas Convention Center
Coverings is the preeminent event for the ceramic tile & natural stone industry in North America. Join
us in 2022 to discover hundreds of global companies, product innovations, insights, and industry
connections you need to grow your business. Coverings: providing the solutions you need to thrive.

Register Now at No Cost

Coverings Show Management
Taffy Event Strategies
2300 Clarendon Blvd, Ste 305
Arlington, VA 22201

(571) 313-5159
info@coverings.com
Coverings Website
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